Taking orders: Kahu Youth group members (clockwise from bottom left)
youth worker Angie Griffiths, Bradley Mathews (14), Callum Rennie (12),
Amber Makeham (12) and Emma Stalker (11) were a colourful attraction at
Wanaka restaurant Amigoes on Tuesday night.
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Heading skyward: Pilot Gilles Kupfer, of Wanaka, displays his autobiography and the replica
German fighter plane he has been building in a Wanaka hangar.
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Replica aircraft
nearly complete
By CRIS JOHNSTON
A FIVEANDAHALF year pro
ject that has clocked up 14,000
hours of time is coming to an end
for Wanaka pilot Gilles Kupfer.
The aviation enthusiast is in the
final stages of constructing a rep
lica of a World War 2 German
fighter plane and this week
released the English translation of
his second book, Eternal Adventure,
an autobiography outlining the
quest.
Originally from Switzerland, Mr
Kupfer said his future plans also
included selling kitset versions of
the plane overseas and making a
film.
The replica FockeWulf190D9
has been built in hangars at
Wanaka Airport. Mr Kupfer is
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now working on final modifications
and aiming for a test flight this
winter.
‘‘I won’t fly it until I am
absolutely ready. I need to be very
clear in my mind that it is right. I
cannot joke with my life,’’ he said
last weekend.
A passion for aviation began
while he was growing up in Bex, a
Swiss village near the German
border where his father, a pilot, ran
a small airshow.
‘‘I can remember watching a
Spitfire land there for the first time
in 1978,’’ he said.
In later years he was introduced
to renowned aviation stalwarts
including John Lamont, Neil
Williams, Ray Hannah and Warbi
rds over Wanaka founder Sir Tim

Wallis, before arriving in Wanaka
in 2008.
‘‘After spending two weeks in
New Zealand, I knew I wanted to
spend all my life here,’’ Mr Kupfer
said.
‘‘I really admire Sir Tim [Wallis].
What he created for Wanaka was
huge . . . something very special.’’
The plane and the new book
book paid homage to pilots who
flew in both world wars.
‘‘A large part of this project is to
remember the soul of those pilots
— they touched everybody,’’ he
said.
Building the plane, named
Lucky, had taken nearly six years of
his life.
‘‘It is my baby. I lived in the
hangar to create this.’’

Youth group works at Mexican
restaurant to raise money
By CRIS JOHNSTON
A WANAKA restaurant was running on
kid power this week as teenagers from
the Kahu Youth Group began their
annual stint in the hospitality world on
Tuesday night.
For the fourth consecutive year, the
owners of Mexican outlet Amigoes,
Nicki and Warren Bradley, are giving
young people a handson opportunity to
‘‘run’’ the restaurant and gain experi
ence in everything from plating up to
serving guests, cashhandling and of
course washing dishes.
‘‘We have around six young people
over five nights and give 50 percent of

the take to the youth group,’’ Mrs
Bradley said.
‘‘Each year they have probably earned
from $1000 to $1200. Last year they
were able to buy a computer. We really
love being able to support them and our
customers really enjoy them, too.’’
Youth worker Angie Griffiths said
the young restaurateurs, aged 11 to 19
years, worked in different groups of five
to six over five nights until May 31.
‘‘They get a fullon look at the
hospitality business and an opportunity
to engage with members of their
community. They love it,’’ Ms Griffiths
said.
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